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QUESTION 1

Why is it important to create a namespace for role variables? 

A. Roles only have access to variables in their own namespace. 

B. It is not really important. 

C. Ansible requires namespaces to be set for a role and will error without them. 

D. Namespacing role variables helps avoid conflicts with variables defined outside of the role. 

Correct Answer: D 

Because roles share variables and because plays can have variables defined outside of the role, namespacing role
variables ensures that you are getting the variable you expect to get. 

 

QUESTION 2

Create a file called packages.yml in /home/sandy/ansible to install somepackages for the following hosts. On dev, prod
and webservers install packages httpd, mod_ssl, and mariadb. On dev only install the development tools package. Also,
on dev host update all the packages to the latest. 

Correct Answer: 

See the forcomplete Solution below. Solution as: 
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** NOTE 1 a more acceptable answer is likely \\'present\\' since it\\'s not asking to install the latest 

state: present 
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** NOTE 2 need to update the development node 

-name: update all packages on developmentnode

 yum:

 name: \\'*\\'

 state: latest 

 

QUESTION 3

An Ansible inventory may contain which of the following? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Variable declarations 

B. Groups 

C. Hosts 

D. Plays 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Groups of hosts (and even groups of groups) may be defined within an inventory. The primary purpose of an Ansible
inventory is to maintain a list of hosts with which Ansible may interact. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which module returns Ansible facts? 

A. The facts module 

B. It is a side effect of the ping module 

C. Facts are gathered when you run any module in ad-hoc mode 

D. The setup module 

Correct Answer: B 

The setup module gathers facts against target hosts and prints the facts to stdout. 

 

QUESTION 5

How is a role name set? 

A. The role name is defined by the directory containing the role. 

B. Ansible loads a role name using the role keyword in the roles tasks/main.yml file. 
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C. Ansible loads a role name from the roles meta/main.yml file. 

D. All role names are defined in the file /etc/ansible/roles. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the url for the official Ansible online documentation? 

A. docs.ansible.com 

B. help.ansible.com 

C. google.com 

D. ansiblehelp.com 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which line instructs ansible to install httpd? 

A. yum: name=httpd state=installed 

B. tasks: install httpd 

C. service: name=httpd state=installed 

D. name: service=httpd state=installed 

Correct Answer: A 

The yum module is an appropriate way to install software 

 

QUESTION 8

What Ansible variable allows access to internal Ansible data? 

A. Ansible Facts 

B. Magic Variables 

C. Dictionary Variables 

D. Environment Variables 

Correct Answer: B 
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Magic variables allow access to internal Ansible data such as host groups and inventory hosts. 

 

QUESTION 9

In /home/sandy/ansible/create a playbook called logvol.yml. In the play create a logical volume called Iv0 and make it of
size 1500MiB on volume group vgO If there is not enough space in the volume group print a message "Not enough
space for logical volume" and then make a 800MiB Iv0 instead. If the volume group still doesn\\'t exist, create a
message "Volume group doesn\\'t exist" Create an xfs filesystem on all Iv0 logical volumes. Don\\'t mount the logical
volume. 

Correct Answer: 

See the for complete Solution below. Solution as: 
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QUESTION 10

What does the -a flag allow you to specify? 

A. Allows a user to specify arguments for a given module. 

B. Tells ansible to run in ad-hoc mode. 

C. The -a flag has no use in Ansible. 

D. Tells ansible to run against all hosts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

State whether the following statement is true or false. 

Is this the correct format for an ansible ad-hoc command? 

ansible servers -m ping 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

If forks is set to 100 and Ansible is run against an inventory of 50 servers, how many forks will Ansible create? 

A. 63 

B. 5 

C. 50 

D. 100 

Correct Answer: C 

Ansible will only spin up the number of forks that is necessary as long as it is less than the maximum allowed. In this
case, the max is 100 so Ansible will make 50 forks to match the number of hosts target. 

 

QUESTION 13

State whether the following statement is true or false. A template has a maximum of 10 variables. 
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A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Create anansible vault password file called lock.yml with the password reallysafepw in the /home/sandy/ansible
directory. In the lock.yml file define two variables. One is pw_dev and the password is \\'dev\\' and the other is pw_mgr
and the password is \\'mgr\\' Create a regular file called secret.txt which contains the password for lock.yml. 

Correct Answer: 

See the for complete Solution below. ansible-vault create lock.yml New Vault Password: reallysafepw Confirm:
reallysafepw 

In file: 

pw_dev: dev pw_mgr: mgr 

 

QUESTION 15

Where is the first place Ansible checks for a role definition? 

A. ${PWD}/roles 

B. Ansible must always be told where to look for a role. 

C. ${PWD}/.roles 

D. /etc/ansible/roles 

Correct Answer: A 

Ansible always checks the present working directory for a roles directory containing a referenced role definition. 
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